Building a Schlage layered security key system with SL

The Everest 29™ SL cylinder begins as a more physically secure cylinder design owing to the addition of a side bar mechanism that works independently from the normal Everest 29 check pin design making bypass more difficult. In any Schlage compatible Conventional or Full Size Interchangeable Core (FSIC) cylinder application, you can improve security by simply replacing cylinders with SL utilizing the restricted R keyway. For those entrances where yet higher security is required, apply Primus XP SL cylinders to add an increased layer of physical security and gain Schlage’s highest levels of administrative control through geographically exclusive cylinders and side bit milled keys. Even if your building or campus has multiple cylinder formats that include SFIC cylinders, you can control it all with one key system and build security that fits your needs.

Building owners can now enhance the security of their system by using Everest 29 SL with Primus XP
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